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Safe Harbor and Forward‐Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward‐looking statements
within the meaning of The Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995 that involve substantial risks and
uncertainties, including statements regarding the
development and regulatory status of our product
candidates, such as statements with respect to our lead
product candidates, ARV‐110 and ARV‐471, and the
timing of clinical trials and data from those trials for our
product candidates, and our discovery programs that
may lead to our development of additional product
candidates, the potential utility of our technology and
therapeutic potential of our product candidates, the
potential commercialization of any of our product
candidates, the potential benefits of our arrangements
with Yale University and our collaborative partnerships,
the potential benefits of the Bayer joint venture in the
agricultural field, and the sufficiency of our cash
resources. All statements, other than statements of
historical facts, contained in this presentation, including
statements regarding our strategy, future operations,
future financial position, future revenues, projected
costs, prospects, plans and objectives of management,
are forward‐looking statements. The words “anticipate,”
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“believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,”
“might,” “plan,” “predict,” “project,” “target,”
“potential,” “will,” “would,” “could,” “should,”
“continue,” and similar expressions are intended to
identify forward‐looking statements, although not all
forward‐looking statements contain these identifying
words.
We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or
expectations disclosed in our forward‐looking
statements, and you should not place undue reliance on
our forward‐looking statements. Actual results or events
could differ materially from the plans, intentions and
expectations disclosed in the forward‐looking statements
we make as a result of various risks and uncertainties,
including but not limited to: whether we will be able to
successfully conduct Phase 1 clinical trials for ARV‐110
and ARV‐471, complete other clinical trials for our
product candidates, and receive results from our clinical
trials on our expected timelines, or at all, whether our
cash resources will be sufficient to fund our foreseeable
and unforeseeable operating expenses and capital
expenditure requirements, each party’s ability to

perform its obligations under our collaborations and/or
the Bayer joint venture, our expected timeline and other
important factors, any of which could cause our actual
results to differ from those contained in the forward‐
looking statements, discussed in the “Risk Factors”
section of the Company’s quarterly and annual reports
on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The
forward‐looking statements contained in this
presentation reflect our current views as of the date of
this presentation with respect to future events, and we
assume no obligation to update any forward‐looking
statements except as required by applicable law.
The Arvinas name and logo are our trademarks. We also
own the service mark for, and have a pending registered
U.S. trademark application for, PROTAC®. The
trademarks, trade names and service marks appearing in
this presentation are the property of their respective
owners. We have omitted the ® and ™ designations, as
applicable, for the trademarks named in this
presentation.

What is a PROTAC® Protein Degrader?
A proteolysis‐targeting chimera (PROTAC) degrader is a chimeric, modular small molecule
engineered to induce the degradation of disease‐causing proteins by the ubiquitin‐proteasome system
A linker region orients the target
protein and E3 ligase to enable activity

Protein ligand
domain
(“warhead”)
targets a
specific protein

Ligase ligand
recruits a
specific E3
ubiquitin ligase

All three regions of the PROTAC degrader play a role in the specificity and potency of target degradation
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Arvinas’ PROTAC® Platform Uses the Cell’s Ability to
Degrade and Dispose of Unwanted Proteins
PROTAC® technology has proven to be robust:
• Degrade >95% of proteins tested & has potential to degrade any unwanted protein
• Broadly applicable across target classes & therapeutic areas
• Successfully degraded proteins using many different E3 ligases
• Iterative, highly potent (picomolar) and selective (isoform, mutant, conformation)
• Process is rapid (hours) and durable (days‐weeks)
• Optimized oral bioavailability and engineered to cross blood brain barrier
Provide strong differential biology compared to inhibitors and superior biodistribution
compared to genomic approaches (ASOs, siRNAs, etc.)
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High Potential PROTAC® Pipeline, Focused
on Cancer and Neurology1
Programs [Target]
Metastatic
Castration‐resistant
Prostrate Cancer

Discovery

ARV‐110
[Androgen Receptor]

Neurology

Oncology

Next Generation Degrader
[Androgen Receptor]
AR Variant Degrader
[AR‐V7]
Locally Advanced or
Metastatic ER+ /
HER2‐ Breast Cancer

ARV‐471
[Estrogen Receptor]

Additional Oncology
Indications

e.g., CRC, NSCLC
[Undisclosed]

Tauopathies

e.g., PSP2, Alzheimer’s Disease
[Tau]

Synucleinopathies

e.g., MSA3, Parkinson’s
[‐synuclein]

Additional Neurology
Indications

Various
[Undisclosed]
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1 Pipeline as of August 4, 2019
PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy
2 MSA, multiple systems atrophy

Lead Optimization

IND Enabling

Phase 1

Arvinas Owned










Why Are We Excited About the Opportunity for PROTAC®
Degraders in Neurological Diseases?
• PROTAC® degraders may overcome the limitations of other platforms,
including antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) and monoclonal antibodies
(Ab)

PROTAC

Ab

• Blocks only extracellular pathologic tau
• IV dosing results in only <0.5% in CSF
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• Degrades mRNA, impacting intra‐
and extracellular tau
Z
• Does not discriminate
between
healthy and pathologic tau
• Requires intrathecal dosing

PROTAC®
Potential

• Reduce intra‐ and extracellular pathologic tau
• Discriminate between healthy and pathologic tau
• Oral administration with BBB biodistribution

Mutations in tau Cause Neurodegeneration & its
Reduction Rescues Neuronal Loss & Dysfunction
2N- Inserts

4R- Microtubule Binding Repeats

tau Reduction Rescues Dysfunction in
Tauopathy Neurons

tau Protein
441

1

Mutations cause FTLD-tau
tau A152T SNP– AD and PSP
Phosphorylated tau

Tauopathy Tangle
tau
Oligomers

axonal

Pathophysiology:
Neuron loss, Network
dysfunction, Cognitive deficits
Cacace et al., SFN 2016
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PROTAC® Protein Degraders Are Highly Selective
For Oligomeric (Pathologic) vs Monomeric tau
tau Monomer Binding

tau Oligomer Binding
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Tau Warhead KD = 0.180uM

Tau Warhead KD = 5uM

PROTAC C KD = 0.025uM

PROTAC C KD = 10uM

PROTAC D KD = 0.220uM

PROTAC D KD = 7uM

Microscale thermophoresis (MST) binding to oligomeric & monomeric tau demonstrates:
• tau warhead has 28x higher affinity to tau oligomers than monomer
• PROTAC® C binds with 400x higher affinity to tau oligomers than monomer
• PROTAC® C binds with 7x higher affinity to the oligomer than does the warhead itself

10 -5

10 -4

PROTAC® Targeted Molecules Degrade P301L tau in vitro are Potent
and On‐Mechanism
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Our PROTAC® Degraders Can Be Engineered to Cross
the Blood‐Brain Barrier (BBB)
• Micromolar rodent brain exposure achieved after
parenteral administration
• Brain‐to‐plasma ratio >0.5 achievable with PROTAC
degraders

• Over a 4‐hour time course, PROTAC
degraders are more durable in the
brain than in plasma
• BBB‐penetrant, active PROTAC®
enable tau degradation studies in
tauopathy rodent brain

4,000
Brain (ng/g)

Species

Dose
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[Brain 1h]
(ng/g)

B/P ratio
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0.8
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0
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0
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PROTAC

279
1

2

4

4.7

6.8

8.9

In Vivo, tau‐Directed PROTAC® Degraders Eliminate >95%
of Pathologic Tau Following Parenteral Administration
Tau Detection (protein capillary electrophoresis)

Pathologic tau in Tg25081 mouse cortex

Vehicle

PROTAC‐A 15 mpk3 24 hrs

100%

<5%

PROTAC‐B 30 mpk 24 hrs

Tau (%AUC2)

kDA

<5%

24 hours post dose:
• >95% of pathologic tau is degraded
• No significant change in total soluble tau 24 h post dose (data not
shown)
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1 Tg2508 is a murine pathologic tau model (P301L). 2 AUC, area under the curve; 3 mpk, milligrams per kilogram
**** Tukey's multiple comparisons test P < 0.0001

roonma\home\Desktop\Pres-Arvinas-InvDeck-180729-0730_GS edits.pptx

Tau‐directed PROTAC® Protein Degraders Inhibit ex‐vivo Tau Seeding

1 P301L CHO is a cell line expressing a doxycycline‐inducible tau mutation linked to FTDP‐17 (frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17). 2 Pre‐formed
fibrils (K18) are commercially available and used to “seed” tau aggregation. 3 Cortex lysates are from Tg2508 mice. 4 MC1 is an antibody that detects a pathologic conformation of
tau. 5 “No P301L,” no doxycycline induction.
**** Tukey's multiple comparisons test P < 0.0001. Comparisons are between the CTX‐Vehicle value and all other values (individually)a
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tau PROTAC® Degraders Dose Dependently Reduce tau (PK/PD) in
the Brain of Tauopathy Mice Following Peripheral Administration
Tg2508 Tau Degradation / Exposure Relationship
Hippocampus 24h post parenteral administration

EC50 ~ 70nM

Aged animal studies are being conducted to assess the ability of the proteasome to degrade pathologic tau
(may be compromised in neurodegeneration/ age)
Building relationships with histopathology and CSF / plasma biomarkers ttau, ptau and NFL in time‐course studies
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Tau PROTAC® Degraders Target Cell‐Autonomous and Non‐Cell‐
Autonomous Pathology
Normal
Axonal
Microtubule Binder

Tau Monomer

Pathology
Somatodendritic
NMDA / GABAergic
Dysfunction

Synaptic Spread/ pathologic seeding

Tau Post‐translational modifications

Phosphorylation/ Other

Tau Oligomers

Tau
Paired Helical Filaments
(PHFs)

Tau
Neurofibrillary Tangles
(NFTs)

Truncation

Conformational change
Aggregation

Total Tau:
HT7/ Tau5 (human)

Pathologic Phospho Tau
pT181, pT231, PHF1, AT8

Tau PROTAC®
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X





Conformational Pathologic
Tau: MC1

X

Sarkosyl Insoluble Tau:
Western Blot Tau5

X



Degrading α‐SYN Oligomers Should Impede Intra‐ and Extracellular
Pathological Mechanisms
Alpha‐synuclein
Genetic mutations

In PD autonomic, gastrointestinal, olfactory, sleep,
emotional, cognitive, and motor disturbances
striatum

Substantia nigra

cerebellum
brain stem

Braak 2014

Leading hypotheses for α‐synuclein pathology/dysfunction and implications :
1) Intracellular pathology‐ Neuronal mitochondrial health, synaptic transmission
2) Extracellular (prion‐like) – Spread to neurons and oligodendroglia (ODG)
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PROTAC® Protein Degraders Are Highly Selective
For Oligomeric (Pathologic) vs Monomeric α‐ SYN
Warhead Binding Affinities of α‐SYN Species

Diverse PROTAC® Binding Affinities
To Oligomeric α‐SYN Species

Warhead‐ Oligomer
Warhead‐ Monomer

* MST‐ MicroScale Thermophoresis
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α‐SYN warhead binds with 57x higher affinity to pathologic oligomer vs. monomer
α‐SYN PROTAC degrader molecules bind with ranges of affinities to pathologic α‐SYN

Identification of PROTAC® Degraders of
Oligomeric Forms of α‐SYN
Development of a Conformational Specific α‐SYN ELISA

PROTAC® Molecules Degrade
α‐SYN Oligomeric Species

PROTAC® 1µM
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Image Based High Content Assays in Inducible HEK and Neurons
Enable Quantification of α‐SYN Degradation
α‐SYN Seeding Assay

α‐SYN Aggregation Quantification
HEK α‐SYN +PFF induction assays

α‐SYN Aggregation Degradation
Neuronal α‐SYN +PFF induction assays

α‐SYN Seeding Reporter Assay

α‐SYN Seed
(Pre‐formed fibrils or Brain Lysates3)
Modified from Holmes et al., 2014

72h
Intensity and area features of α‐SYN aggregates calculated

α‐SYN total intensity/ cell mask

OR

‐ α‐SYN /‐ PFF Seeding

+ α‐SYN /+ PFF Seeding

Dox inducible ‐ α‐SYN A53T HEK

PROTAC‐1
PROTAC‐2

Targeted PROTAC® Molecules that Degrade
α‐SYN in vitro are On‐Mechanism

• Identified α‐SYN PROTAC degraders
• Identified brain penetrant α‐SYN PROTAC
following parenteral administration
• Ongoing‐ in vivo synucleinopathy model
PK/PD
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Arvinas’ Approach in Neurology
Approach: Prove the concept with PROTAC degraders in defined populations while pursuing larger,
multifactorial indications using accessible biomarkers
Conceptual

Tau

‐synuclein

FTLD‐tau
(<3K)

Progressive
supranuclear palsy
(~20K)

ApoE4 AD risk allele
carriers
(~600‐900K)

Alzheimer’s
(~6M)

Synuclein
mutations, e.g.,
duplication/
triplication (<4K)

Multiple systems
atrophy
(~50K)

GBA PD risk allele
carriers
(~500K)

Parkinson’s
(~1M)

Expanding our neurology portfolio to focus on ‘monogenic’ toxic‐gain of function / neurologic diseases
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Future Targets and Platform Expansion

Expanding our neurology portfolio
• Focusing on ‘monogenic’ toxic‐gain of function and other neurodegenerative diseases

“Undruggable” Targets
• The ~80% of proteins not addressable by small‐molecule inhibition may be degradable
by PROTAC® protein degraders
• PROTAC degraders molecules can utilize ligands with low affinity and induce potent
selective degradation (mutant, isoform and conformation)
• Arvinas has multiple, classically undruggable targets in the pipeline; expect to share
further data in 2020 and beyond

E3 ligase Platform Expansion
• Identifying and leveraging tissue‐ and disease‐specific E3 ligases
• Enhancing our prediction of degradation selectivity
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